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days

Exterior cladding

football pitches

500,000
Workers have had to fit over

specially manufactured bolts

165 metres or ...

100
metres long...

Each crane girder is

50

2x

tonnes

... and supports

two
jumbo jets

... longer thanremotely-operated cranes will allow 
workers to dismantle and remove 
highly radioactive material without 
entering the danger zone.

Vaguely similar to an aircraft hangar 
the total length of the NSC is

...nearly 3 times the weight of the Eiffel Tower

... is tall enough to cover Notre-Dame de Paris The majority of the steel structure 
has been fabricated in Italy.

And at 

25,000

110

tonnes

31,000 tonnes

The metal frame alone weighs...

Total equipped weight

metres

1,200

27

workers on site during peak 
construction periods

An international 
workforce of over

nationalities

Safety is paramount.
The project has an excellent 
safety record with first class 
safety procedures in place.

Human resources

3,200
truckfuls of concrete

equivalent to

20,000m3 of concrete

The foundations contain

-43oC

45oC

The confinement is 
built to withstand 
temperatures ranging 
from -43˚C to +45˚C

With an expected minimum 
life time of 100 years the 
NSC will need to deal with all 
that Mother Nature 
can throw at it.

Once joined and fitted with cranes the NSC 
will be slid the final 250 metres and begin 
final commissioning.

A sophisticated 
ventilation system 
will minimise the 
risk of corrosion, 
ensuring that there 
is no need to replace 
the coating. 

Located two hours drive 
north of the Ukrainian 
capital Kiev, the 
accident at Chernobyl 
spread radioactive dust 
across Europe and 
poisoned the 
surrounding area. 

Tracks will guide the NSC as it is pushed 
into position over the course of

Huge doesn’t begin to describe this structure

...and a category-3 tornado 
(wind speeds of 254–332km/h)

The test of time Moving heaven and earth

History in the making

Built to last

Big and smart

Kiev
Chernobyl

UKRAINE

0.0075
0.014

To ensure that workers on the NSC are 
safe from excessive exposure to radiation,  
strict dose limits are observed. Dose rates 
in the main arch construction area are:

mSv/hr

mSv

An average dental x-ray is

Source: EBRD, Novarka

Watch the NSC
take shape http://bit.ly/1Fe9Pjc

Watch an animation 
of the construction http://bit.ly/1MtWzqN

THE 
IN NUMBERS

2002
Essential preparatory 
work was undertaken 
on the site to allow the 
construction work to 
begin and protect the 
workforce as much as 
possible.

1986
Nuclear accident at unit 4 
of the Chernobyl Power 
Plant ejected radioactive 
dust into the air and left 
significant amounts of 
material containing 
nuclear fuel in the lower 
floors of the building.

Some 200,000 people, 
including all those living 
in the nearby town of 
Pripyat, were evacuated. 
Within months, engineers 
and workers managed to 
cover the open reactor 
with an enclosure. 

1997
Agreement was 
reached on the Shelter 
Implementation Plan (SIP) 
as a strategy document 
and in September 1997 
the Chernobyl Shelter 
Fund (CSF) was set up 
at the EBRD.

2007
The contract for the 
construction of the New 
Safe Confinement was 
awarded to the Novarka 
consortium consisting of 
the French companies 
Bouygues and Vinci.

2010
Site preparation and 
foundation work were 
underway.

2008
Stabilisation of the 
existing Shelter was 
completed.

2012
The construction of the 
gigantic structure was 
started.

2014
The two halves were lifted 
to their full height.

2015
Both halves joined 
together.

Installation of the 
auxiliary systems and 
the equipment for 
dismantling.

2016-17
Structure slid into place 
over the destroyed unit 4 
and final commissioning 
commenced.

2017
Project completed by end 
of November 2017

http://bit.ly/1Fe9Pjc
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